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UNIT I  

TWO MARKS (UNIVERSITY QUESTION)  

  

1.  Define software engineering.  

              Software engineering is the establishment and use of sound  

engineering principles in order to obtain economically software that is  

reliable and works efficiently on real machines.       

IEEE definition:  

              Software engineering is the application of systematic,  

disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and  

maintenance of software; that is the application of engineering to  

software.   

  

2.  What are the generic phases in software engineering?  

               The three generic phases are:  

i.  Definition phase.  

ii.  Development phase.  

iii.  Support phase.  

  

3.   Define ‘definition phase’.  

              The definition phase focuses on ‘what’. During definition, the  

software engineer attempts to identify what information is to be  

processed, what function and performance are desired, what system  

behaviour can be expected, etc,  

  

4.  Define software process.   

               Software process is defined as a framework for the tasks that  

are required to build high-quality software .A software defines the  

approach that is taken as software is engineered.  
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5.  What is meant by verification?  

              Verification refers to the set of activities that ensure that  

software correctly implements a specific function.  

              Verification: “Are we building the product right?”   

  

6.  What is the disadvantage of waterfall model?  

               1) Real projects rarely follow the sequential flow. Changes  

can cause confusion as the project team proceeds.  

               2) It is often difficult for the customer to state all the  

requirements explicitly.  

               3) The customer must have patience.  A major blunder, if  

undetected, can be disastrous.  

 7.  Define validation.  

               Validation refers to a different set of activities that ensure  

that the software that has been built is traceable  to customer  

requirements.  

               Validation: “Are we building the right product?”  

  

8.  What are the two different types of prototyping?  

                The two different types of prototyping are:  

i.  Close-ended prototyping or throwaway prototyping.  

ii.  Open-ended prototyping or evolutionary prototyping.  

  

9. What are the four types of change encountered during the support  

phase?  

1.  Correction  

2.  Adaptation  

3.  Enhancement  

4.  Prevention  
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   10.  Mention the umbrella activities.  

a.  Software project tracking and control  

b.  Formal technical reviews  

c.  Software quality assurance  

d.  Software configuration management  

e.  Document preparation and production  

f.  Reusability management  

g.  Measurement  

h.  Risk management  

  

11. What are the five process maturity levels?  

Level 1: Initial  

Level 2: Repeatable  

Level 3: Defined  

Level 4: Managed  

Level 5: Optimizing  

  

12.  What are the characteristics to be identified  for describing the  

KPA?  

�  Goals  

�  Commitments  

�  Abilities  

�  Activities  

�  Methods for monitoring implementation  

�  Methods for verifying implementation   

13.  Define software engineering paradigm.  

                To solve actual problems in an industry setting, a software  

engineer or a team of engineers must incorporate a  development  

strategy that encompasses the process, methods, and tools layers and  

the generic phases. This strategy is often referred to as ‘Process  
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model’ or a ‘Software engineering paradigm’.  

  

14. What are the four stages encountered in the problem solving loop  

of software development?      

i.  Status quo: represents the current state of affairs  

ii.  Problem definition: identifies the specific problem to be  

solved  

iii.  Technical development: solves the problem  

iv.  Solution integration: delivers the result  

  

15. Mention the activities encompassed by the linear sequential model.  

1)  System / information engineering and modelling  

2)  Software requirements analysis  

3)  Design  

4)  Code generation  

5)  Testing  

6)  Support  

  

16. What are the disadvantages of the prototyping model?  

i.  The customer sees what appears to be a working version of  

the software. Over-all software quality or long-term  

maintainability is not considered.  

ii.  The developer often makes implementation compromises  

in order to get a prototype working quickly.        

  

17.  Define RAD.  

            Rapid Application Development (RAD) is  an incremental  

software development process model that emphasizes on an extremely  

short development cycle. The RAD model is a “high-speed”  

adaptation of the linear sequential model. In RAD rapid development  
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is achieved by using component-based construction.  

  

18. What are the phases in RAD model?  

o  Business modelling  

o  Data modelling  

o  Process modelling  

o  Application generation o  Testing and turnover  

  

  

19. What are the drawbacks in RAD model?  

1.  For large but scalable projects, RAD requires sufficient      

human resources to create the right number of RAD teams.  

2.  RAD requires developers RAD customers who are      

committed. If commitment is lacking, RAD projects will  

fail.  

3.  All types of applications are not appropriate for RAD.  

4.  RAD is not appropriate when technical risks are high.  

  

20. What is the need for evolutionary models?  

                Software engineers need a process model that has been  

explicitly designed to accommodate a product that evolves over time.  

But in the classic software engineering paradigms,  the evolutionary  

nature of software is not considered. So, there is  a need to develop  

evolutionary software process models.  

21. What are the advantages of evolutionary models?         

•  Evolutionary models are introduced to meet competitive or  

business pressure.  

•  They can accommodate a product that evolves over time.  

•  They are iterative.  

•  They enable software engineer to develop increasingly more  
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complex version of the software.  

  

22.  What are the advantages of incremental model?  

¤  The incremental model focuses on the delivery of an  

operational product after each increment.  

¤  Particularly useful when staffing is unavailable.  

¤  Increments can be planned to manage technical risks.  

¤  They provide a platform for evaluation by the user.  

  

23. What is a spiral model?  

               The spiral model, originally proposed by Boehm, is an  

evolutionary software process model. It couples the iterative nature of  

prototyping with the systematic aspects of the linear sequential model.   

  

24. What are the task regions in a spiral model?  

�  Customer communication  

�  Planning  

�  Risk analysis  

�  Engineering �  Construction & release  

�  Customer evaluation  

25.  What are the advantages of spiral model?  

i.  The spiral model is a realistic approach to the development  

of large scale systems and software.  

ii.  The developer and customer better understand and react to  

risks at each level.  

iii.  It uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism.  

iv.  It enables the developer to apply prototyping at any stage.  

  

26.  What are the disadvantages of spiral model?  

�  It may be difficult to convince the customers.  
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�  It demands considerable risk assessment expertise.  

�  It relies on this expertise for success.  

�     If a major risk is not uncovered and managed, problems  

will undoubtedly occur.  

  

27. Mention the activities defined in WINWIN spiral model?  

1)  Identification of the system or subsystem’s key  

“stakeholders”.  

2)  Determinations of the stakeholders’ “win conditions”.  

3)  Negotiation of the stakeholders’ “win conditions” to    

reconcile them into a set of win-win conditions for all  

concerned.    

  

28. Define software life cycle.  

                Software life cycle is defined as the period of time  

beginning with a concept for a software product and ending  

whenever the software is no longer available for use.  

  

29. Define dynamic verification.  

                Dynamic verification is performed during the execution of  

software. It is performed to dynamically check the behaviour of the  

software.  

  

30. Define system engineering.  

                Software engineering occurs as a consequence of a process  

called System engineering. Instead of concentrating on the software,  

the system engineering focuses on a variety of elements, analysing,  

designing, and organizing etc,  
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 31. Define product engineering.  

                        The system engineering is called Business  

engineering when the context of the engineering work focuses on a  

business enterprise.  

  

32. Define product engineering.  

                When a product is to be built, the process is called Product  

engineering. A product includes everything from a wireless  

telephone to an air traffic control system.  

  

33. Define computer based system.  

  Borrowing from Webster’s definition, we define a  

computer based system as “A set or arrangement of elements that are  

organized to accomplish some predefined goal by processing  

information.”  

  

34. What are the system elements?  

  To accomplish the goal, a computer based system makes  

use of a variety of system elements  

¤  Software  

¤  Hardware  

¤  People  

¤  Database  

¤  Documentation  

¤  Procedures  

  

35.  What are the restraining factors in system modelling?  

�  Assumptions  

�  Simplifications  

�  Limitations  
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�  Constraints  

�  Preferences  

  

36. Name the three different architectures in business process  

engineering.  

Three different architectures must me analyzed and designed within  

the context of business objectives and goals  

•  data architecture  

•  applications architecture  

•  technology infrastructure  

  

  

 37. Define system component engineering   

System component engineering is a set of concurrent activities  

that address each of the system components separately. Software  

engineering, hardware engineering, human engineering and  

database engineering.  

  

UNIT 2  

TWO MARKS (UNIVERSITY QUESTION)  

  

1. Define requirement engineering?  

 Requirements engineering is the process of establishing the  

services that the customer requirements from a system and the constraints  

under which it operates and is developed.  

  

2. What is meant by feasibility study?  

 A feasibility study is a study made to decide whether or not the  

proposed system is worthwhile.  
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3. What is meant by requirement validation?  

 Requirement validation is a process in which it is checked that  

whether the gathered requirements represent the same system that  

customer really wants.  

  

4. What is meant by requirement validation?  

 Requirements management is the process of managing changing  

requirements during the requirements engineering process and system  

development.  

  

5. What is meant by software prototyping?  

 Software prototyping is a rapid software development for  

validating the requirements.  

  

6. What are the advantages of software prototyping?  

�  If any service is missing or confusing then that can be  

identified.  

�  Prototype can serve as a basis for deriving system  

specification.  

�  Design quality can be improved.  

�  System can be maintained easily.  

�   System usability can be improved.   

  

  

 7. What is meant by evolutionary prototyping?  

 It is an approach for system development, the initial prototype is  

prepared and it is then refined through number of stages to final stage.  

  

8. What is meant by throwaway prototyping?  

 Using this approach a rough practical implementation of the system  
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is produced. The requirement problems can be identified from this  

implementation. It is then discarded. System is then developed using  

some different engineering paradigm.  

  

9. What are the advantages of evolutionary prototyping?   

�  Fast delivery of the working system.  

�  Specification, design and implementation work in co- 

coordinated manner.  

  

10. What are the characteristics of software requirements specifications?  

�  Correct  

�  Unambiguous  

�  Complete  

�  Consistent  

�  Specific  

�  Traceable  

  

11. Define the cardinality and modality?  

 Cardinality specifies how the number of occurrences of one object  

is related to the number of occurrences of another object.  

Modality indicates whether or not a particular data object must  

participate in the relationship.  

   

12. What is meant by data flow diagrams?  

 The data flow diagrams depict the information flow and the  

transforms that all applied on the data as it moves from input to output.  

  

13. What is meant by control flow diagrams?  

  The control flow diagrams show how events flow among  

processes. It also shows how external events activate the processes.  
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14. What is meant by behavioral model?  

 Behavioural models are used to describe the overall behavior of a  

system. The state transition diagrams are used to represent the behavior of  

the system.  

  

 15. What is meant by state transition diagram?  

 The state transition diagram is basically a collection of states and  

events. The events cause the system to change its state. It also represents  

what actions are to be taken on occurrences of particular event.  

  

16. What is meant by structured analysis?  

The structured analysis is mapping of problem domain to flows and  

transformations. The system can be modelled using (i) Entity  

relationships Diagram (2) Data flow diagram and flow diagrams.  

  

17. Define data dictionary?  

 The data dictionary can be defined as an organized collection of all  

the data elements of the system with precise and rigorous definition so  

that user and system will have a common understanding of inputs,  

outputs, component of stores and intermediate calculations.   

  

18. What are non-functioanl requirements for software?  

 The non-functional requirements define system properties and  

constraints, various properties and constraints. Various properties of a  

system can be: Reliability response time, storage requirements.  

Constraints of the system can be:  Input and output device capability,  

system representations.  

  

19. What is the outcome of feasibility?  
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 The outcome of feasibility study is the result obtained from  

following questions  

� Which system contributes to objectives?  

� Whether the system can be engineered? Is it within  the  

budget?  

� Whether the system can be integrated with other existing  

system.  

  

20. Distinguish between expected requirements and exciting  

requirements?  

Expected requirements and essentially basic functions or features  

that customers normally expect from the product.  

Exciting requirements are sort of “out of ordinary” functions or  

features of a product.  

  

21. How requirements are collected for “user-inter face “of software?  

 While designing the user-interface of software the requirement  

collection can be done by focusing on the profile of user who will interact with the system. Skill level, 

business understanding and general grasping  

to the new system are recorded.  

  

22. What do you mean by rapid prototyping?  

 Rapid prototyping is a technique in which the initial version of the  

software system that demonstrates the concept can develop rapidly.  

During rapid prototyping the initial prototype is produced and can be  

refined in later versions.  

  

23. What are types of traceability table?  

1) Features trace ability table, 2) Source trace ability table,               

3) Dependency trace ability table, 4) Subsystem trace ability table,   
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5) Interface trace ability table.  

  

24. What are basic guide lines for fast?  

�  A meeting is conducted at a natural site at a neutral site and  

attended by both software engineers and customers.  

�  Rules for preparations and participations are established.  

�  An agenda is prepared.  

�  A facilitator controls the meeting.  

� Worksheets or flip charts or wall stickers or electronic  

bulletin board, or chat room is used.  

  

25. What are the types of information’s in data dictionary?  

�  Precise definitions of data elements.  

�  Usernames, roles and privileges.  

�  Schema objects.  

�  Integrity constraints.  

�  Stored procedure and triggers.  

�  General database structures.  

�  Space allocations.  

  

UNIT -3  

TWO MARKS (UNIVERSITY QUESTION)  

  

1 .what is design? How is it related to software engineering?     

       Design is a meaningful engineering representation of  

something that is to be built. It can be traced to a customer’s requirements  

and at the same time assessed for quality against a set of predefined  

criteria for good design. In the software engineering context, design  

focuses on four major areas of concern: data, architecture, interfaces and  

components.  
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 2. Mention the type of design modules?  

     There are four types of design modules:  

a.  data design  

b.  architectural design  

c.  interface design  

d.  component-level design  

  

3. What is data design?  

                   The data design transforms the information domain model  

created during analysis into the data structures that will be required to  

implement the software.  

  

4. What is architectural design?  

                    The architectural design defines the relationship between  

major structural elements of the software, “design patterns” that can be  

used to achieve the requirements that have been defined for the system,  

and the constraint that affect the way in which the architectural design  

patterns can be applied.  

  

5. What is interface design?  

                     The interface design describes how the software  

communicates within itself, with systems that interoperate with it, and  

with humans who use it.  

  

6. What is component-level design?     

                      The component-level design transforms structural elements  

of the software architecture into a procedural description of software  

components.  

  

7. Define software design?  
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                    Software design is an iterative process through which the  

requirements are translated into a “blueprint” for  constructing the  

software.  

  

8. Mention some of the characteristics of good design?  

    A good design must possess the following characteristics:  

                 a. A design should exhibit an architectural structure that   

•  has been created using recognizable design patterns  

•   is composed of components that exhibit good design   

characteristics   

•   can be implemented in an evolutionary fashion       

                 b. A design should be modular                  c. A design should contain distinct representations 

of data,      

architecture, interfaces and components.  

                d. A design should lead to components that exhibit independent  

functional characteristics.  

                e. A design should lead to interfaces that reduce the complexity  

of connections between modules and with the external environment.  

                f. A design must be readable, understandable guide for those  

who generate code and for those who test and subsequently support the  

software.  

  

9. Mention the principles of software design?  

                         Davis suggests the following set of principles:  

a.  The design process should not suffer from “tunnel vision”.  

b.  The design should not be traceable to the analysis model.  

c.  The design should not reinvent the wheel.  

d.  The design should “minimize the intellectual distance” between  

the software and the problem as it exists in the real world.  

e.  The design should exhibit uniformity and integration.  
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f.  The design should be structured to accommodate change.  

g.  The design should be accessed for quality as it is being created,  

not after the fact.  

h.  The design should be reviewed to minimize conceptual (semantic)  

errors.  

  

10. Mention few of the design concepts.  

                The fundamental design concepts are as follows:  

a.  Abstraction  

b.  Refinement  

c.  Modularity  

d.  Software architecture  

e.  Control hierarchy  

f.  Structural partitioning  

g.  Data structure  

h.  Software procedure  

i.  Information hiding.  

  

11. What are the advantages of modular design?  

             A modular design:  

a. Reduces complexity  

b. Facilitates changes  

c. Results in easier implementation by encouraging parallel development  

of different parts of the system.  

 12. How is functional independence measured?  

                          Functional independence is measured using two  

qualitative criteria: cohesion and coupling.  

  

13. Define cohesion and coupling.  

                         Cohesion is the measure of the relative functional strength  
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of a module.  

      Coupling is the measure of the relative interdependence  

among modules.  

  

14. What are the different types of cohesion?  

                         The different types of cohesion are:  

1.  Coincidental cohesion  

2.  Logical cohesion  

3.  Temporal cohesion  

4.  Procedural cohesion  

5.  Communicational cohesion  

  

15. What are the different types of coupling?  

                         The different types of coupling are:  

1.  Data coupling  

2.  Stamp coupling  

3.  Control coupling  

4.  External coupling  

5.  Common coupling  

6.  Content coupling  

  

16. How much cohesion and coupling must exist for an effective software  

design?  

                           For an effective software design, there must be high  

cohesion and low coupling.  

  

17. Mention the design heuristics for effective modularity.  

                           The following sets of heuristics for achieving effective  

modularity are:  

a. Evaluate the “first iteration” of the program structure to reduce    
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coupling and improve cohesion.  

b. Attempt to minimize structures with high fan-out; strive for fan- 

in as depth increases.  

c. Keep the scope of effect of a module within the scope of control  

of that module.  

d. Evaluate module interfaces to reduce complexity  and  

redundancy and improve consistency. e. Define modules whose function is predictable, but avoid  

modules that are overly restrictive.  

f. Strive for “controlled entry” modules by avoiding “pathological  

connections”.  

  

18. What is the work product of design?  

        Software design specification is composed of design  

models that describe data, architecture, interfaces and components.  

  

19. Mention the different constituents of software design specification?  

  The design specification consists of the following:  

a.  Overall scope of the design effort.  

b.  Data design.  

c.  Architectural design.  

d.  Design of external and internal program interfaces.  

e.  Component description.  

f.  Cross-reference requirements.  

g.  Test documentation.  

h.  Design constrains.  

i.  Supplementary data.  

  

20. What is architectural design?  

  Architectural design represents the structure of  data and  

program components that are required to build a computer-based system.  
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It considers the architectural style that the system will take, the structure  

and properties of the components that constitute the system, and inter- 

relationships that occur among all architectural components of the  

system.  

  

21. Define software architecture?  

  The software architecture of a program or computing system  

is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software  

components, the externally visible properties of those components, and  

the relationship among them.  

  

22. Why is architecture important?  

  There are three key reasons that software architecture is  

important:  

a.  Representations of software architecture are an enabler for  

communication between all parties inserted in the development  

of a computer-based system.  

b.  The architecture highlights early design decisions that will have  

a profound impact on all software engineering work that follows and, as important, on ultimate 

success of the system as an  

operational entity.  

c.  Architecture “constitutes a relatively small, intellectually  

graspable model of how the system is structured and how its  

components work together”.  

  

23. What is the function of data design?  

  Data design creates a model of data and/or information that  

is represented at a high level of abstraction. It translates the data objects  

defined in the analysis model into data structures  that reside within the  
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24. Mention the principles that form a basis for a  component-level data  

design?  

  The principles for data design specification are:  

a.  The systematic analysis principles applied to function and  

behavior should also be applied to data.  

b.  All data structures and the operations to be performed in each  

should be identified.  

c.  A data dictionary should be established and used to define both  

data and program design.  

d.  Low-level design decisions should be deferred until late in the  

decision process.  

e.  The representation of data structure should be known only to  

those modules that must make direct use of the data contained  

within the structure.  

f.  A library of useful data structures and the operations that may  

be applied to them should be developed.  

g.  Software design and programming language should support the  

specification and realization of abstract data types.  

25. What is transform mapping?  

  Transform mapping is a set of design steps that allows a  

DFD with transform flow characteristics to be mapped into a specific  

architectural style.  

  

26. What is transaction mapping?  

  Transaction mapping is a set of design steps that allows a  

DFD with transaction flow characteristics to be mapped into a structure  

that allocates control to a substructure that acquires and evaluates a  

transaction.  
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 27. When is transaction mapping applied?  

  Transaction mapping is applied when a single information  

item causes flow to branch along one of many paths.  

  

28. When is transform mapping applied?  

                     Transform mapping is applied to an information flow that  

exhibits distinct boundaries between incoming and outgoing data.  

  

29. What are the areas that interface design focus on?  

                      Interface design focuses on three areas of concern:  

a.  The design of interfaces between software components   

b.  The design of interfaces between software and other nonhuman  

producers and consumers of information.  

c.  The design of the interface between a human and the computer.  

  

30. What is user interface design?  

                        User interface design creates an effective communication  

medium between a human and a computer.  

  

31. Mention the three golden rules that form the basis for user interface  

design principle?  

     The Mandel points the following three golden rules:  

a.  Place the user in control.  

b.  Reduce the user’s memory load.  

c.  Make the interface consistent.  

  

  

  

32. What are the design principles that allow the user to maintain control?  
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     Mandel defines a number of design principles that allow  

the user to maintain control:  

a.  Define interaction modes in a way that does not force a user  

into unnecessary or undesired actions.  

b.  Provide for flexible interactions.  

c.  Allow user interaction to be interruptible and undoable.  

d.  Streamline interaction as skill levels advance and  allow the  

interactions to be customized.  

e.  High technical internals from the casual user.  

f.  Design for direct interactions with objects that appear on the  

screen.  

  

 33. What are the design principles that enable an interface to reduce the  

user’s memory load?  

                          Mandel defines a number of design principles that enable  

an interface to reduce the user’s memory load:  

a.  Reduce demand on short-term memory.  

b.  Establish meaningful defaults.  

c.  Define shortcuts that are intuitive.  

d.  The visual layout of the interface should be based  on the real  

world metaphor.  

e.  Disclose information in a progressive fashion.  

  

34. What are the design principles that help make the interface  

consistent?  

                         Mandel defines the number of design principles that help  

make the interface consistent:  

a.  Allow the user to put the current task into a meaningful context.  

b.  Maintain consistency across a family of applications.  

c.  If past interactive models have created user expectations, do not  
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make changes unless there is a compelling reason to do so.  

  

35. Mention the different interface design models.  

                            Four different models come into play when a user  

interface is to be designed.  

a.  The software engineer creates a design model.  

b.  A human engineer establishes a user model.  

c.  The end-user develops a mental image that is often  called the  

user’s model or the system perception.  

d.  The implementer of the system creates a system image.  

  

36. What does the design model composed of?  

                          A design model of the entire system incorporates data,  

architectural, interface and procedural representations of the software.  

  

37. What is the function of the user model?  

       The user model establishes the profile of end-users of the  

system.  

  

38. What is system perception?  

                          The system perception is  the image of the system that  

end-users carry in their heads.  

  

  

 39. What is system image?  

                           The system image combines the outward manifestation  

of the computer based system, coupled with all supporting information  

that describes system syntax and semantics.  

  

40. Mention the activities of user interface design process?  
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         The user interface design process encompasses four  

distinct framework activities:  

a.  User, task and environment analysis and modelling.  

b.  Interface design.  

c.  Interface construction  

d.  Interface validation  

  

41. What are real time systems?  

           A real time system is a software system  where the  

correct functioning of the system depends on the results produced by the  

system and the time at which these results are produced. These are  

systems which monitor and control their environment.  

  

42. Define soft and hard real time systems.  

   A soft real time system is a system whose operation is  

degraded if results are not produced according to the specified timing  

requirements.  

                              A hard real time system is a system whose operation is  

incorrect if results are not produced according to the timing specification.  

  

43. Differentiate periodic and aperiodic stimuli.  

   A periodic stimulus is one which occurs at predictable  

time intervals. For example, a temperature sensor may be polled ten times  

per second.   

                               An aperiodic stimulus is one which occurs at  

unpredictable times. For example, a system power failure may trigger an  

interrupt which must be possessed by the system.  

  

44. What are the languages that support programming real time systems?  

   Hard-real time systems may have to be programmed  
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in assembly language to ensure that deadlines are met. Languages such as  

C allow efficient programs to be written but do not have constructs to  

support concurrency or shared resource management.  Java supports  

lightweight concurrency (threads and synchronized methods) and can be  

used for some soft real-time systems.  

  

 45. What are the steps involved in real time system design process?  

   The following are the steps involved in real-time  

design process:  

a.  Identify the stimuli to be processed and the required responses  

to these stimuli.  

b.  For each stimulus and response, identify the timing constraints.  

c.  Aggregate the stimulus and response processing into concurrent  

processes. A process may be associated with each class of  

stimulus and response.  

d.  Design algorithms to process each class of stimulus and  

response. These must meet the given timing requirements.  

e.  Design a scheduling system which will ensure that processes are  

started in time to meet their deadlines.  

f.  Integrate using a real-time operating system.  

  

46. What are monitoring and control system?  

   A burglar alarm system is primarily a monitoring  

system. It collects data from sensors but no real-time actuator control.  

Control systems are similar but, in response to sensor values, the system  

sends control signals to actuators. An example for  a monitoring and a  

control system are a system that monitors temperature and switches  

heater on and off.  

  

47. What are data acquisition systems?  
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   Systems that collect data from sensors for subsequent  

processing and analysis are termed as Data acquisition system. Data  

collection processes and processing process may have different periods  

and deadlines.  

  

48. Define software configuration management.  

   Software configuration is an art of identifying,  

organizing and controlling modifications to the software being built by a  

programming team. It is an umbrella activity that is applied throughout  

the software process.  

  

49. What is the need for SCM?  

   Change is inevitable when computer software is built.  

Because changes happen, there is a need to control  it effectively. Thus  

SCM is there to provide a set of activities to control change by  

identifying work products that are likely to change, establishing  

relationship among them, defining mechanism for managing different  

versions of these work products, controlling the changes imposed, and  

auditing and reporting on the changes made.   

50. What are the SCM activities?  

   SCM activities are developed to:  

A. Identify change  

B. Control change  

C. Ensure that change is being properly implemented  

D. Report changes to others who may have an interest.  

  

51. Define baseline.  

   Baseline can be defined as per IEEE as “A  

specification or a product that has been formally reviewed and agreed  

upon, thereafter serves as the basis for further development, and that can  
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be changed only through formal change control procedures.”  

  

52. What are the various tasks of SCM?  

   There are five tasks of SCM: identification, version  

control, configuration, auditing and reporting.  

  

53. What do you mean by version control?  

   Version control combines procedures and tools to  

manage different versions of configuration objects that are created during  

the software process.  

  

  

54. What is meant by SCI?  

   The items that comprise all information that produced  

as the part of the software process are called as SCI. For example, Test  

document, Requirement specification, design specification etc.  

  

  

55. What is change control?  

   Change control is the procedural activity that ensures  

quality and consistency as changes are made to a configuration object.  

The process begins with a change request, leads to a decision to make or  

reject request for change and culminates with a controlled update of the  

SCI that is too changed.  
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 UNIT-4  

Two MARKS (university question)  

  

1. What are the objectives of testing?  

     1. Testing is a process of executing a program with intent of finding an  

error.  

     2. A good test is one that has high probability finding an undiscovered  

error.  

     3. A successful test is one that uncovers an as-yet undiscovered error  

  

2. What are the principles of testing?  

1.  All tests should be traceable to customer requirements.  

2.  Tests should be planned long before testing begins.  

3.  The pareto principle can be applied to software testing-80% to  

20%of are program modules.  

4.  Testing should begin “in the small” and progress toward testing “in  

the large”.  

   5.   Exhaustive testing is not possible.  

6.  To be most effective, testing should be conducted by an independent  

third party.  

  

3. What is meant by system testing?  

         In system testing, the testing of groups of components integrated to  

create a system or sub-system is done. It is responsibility of an  

independent testing system to carry out this type of testing. These tests  

are based on a system specification.  

  

4. What are the types of errors uncovered by Black box testing?  

        1. Incorrect or missing functions.  
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        3. Errors in data structures.  

        4. Performance errors.  

        5. Intialisation or termination errors.  

   

5. What is meant by Black box testing?  

         Black box testing or behavioral testing focus on the functional  

requirements of the software. Test sets are derived that fully exercise all  

functional requirements.  

  

6. What is meant by boundary value analysis?  

          A boundary value analysis is a testing technique in which the  

elements at the edge of the domain are selected and tested.   

 7.  What is meant by Cyclomatic Complexity?  

           Cyclomatic Complexity is software metric that gives a quantitative  

measure of logical complexity of the program.  

V(G)=E-N+2  

            E-number of flow graph edges.  

            N-number of flow of graph nodes.  

  

8.  What is meant by structural testing?  

          In structural testing derivation of testcases is according to  

program structure. Hence, knowledge of the program  is used to  

identify additional tests cases.  

  

9. What is meant by strategic approach?  

            A testing strategy provides a process that describes for the  

developer, quality analysts and the customer the steps conducted as part  

of testing.      

  

10. What are the guidelines for debugging?  
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1.  The Debugging occur as a consequence of successful testing.  

2.  The Debugging process begins by executing the test cases.  

3.  The tests results are assessed and lack of correspondence  

between expected and actual performance is realized.  

4.  The non correspondence data helps in finding the symptoms  

of error.  

5.  The Debugging process attempts to match symptom with  

cause. This enables to correct errors.  

  

11. What are static and dynamic software testing?  

               During static testing, you have a checklist to check whether the  

work you are doing is going as per the set standards of the organization.  

               The dynamic testing is a method in which the actual testing is  

done to uncover all possible errors. Various testing strategies such as unit  

testing, integration testing, validation testing, system testing can be  

applied while performing dynamic testing.  

  

12. What is stress testing?  

              Stress testing is a testing for a system is executed in a manner  

that demands resources in abnormal quantity, frequency or volume.   

  

  

  

 13.  What is meant by integration testing?  

               Integration testing is a type of testing in which group of  

dependent components are tested together to ensure  the quality of their  

integration unit.  

  

14. What is partial integration testing?  

               Partial integration testing verifies correct data movement from  
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one external system to another.  

              For instance: If there is one system  that brings data from single  

external system and then sends the data to other several other external  

systems. Then partial test of this system would be a test whether the data  

can be sent to one of the external system.  

  

15. Why testing is important with respect to software?  

             The purpose of software testing is to ensure whether the software  

functions appear to working according to specification and performance  

requirements. This ultimately helps in improving the overall quality of  

the software.   

  

16.  What is meant by regression testing?  

            Regression testing is used to check for the defects propagated to  

other modules by changes made to existing program. Thus , regression  

testing is used to reduce the side of the changes.  

  

17. What is meant by Alpha testing?  

            The alpha testing is a testing in which the version of complete  

software is tested by the customer under the supervision of developer.  

This testing is performed at developer’s site.  

  

18. What is meant by Beta testing?  

          The Beta testing is a testing in which the version of software is by  

the customer without the developer being present. This testing is  

performed at customer’s site.  

  

19. Distinguish between white box and black box testing.  

Black box testing  White box testing  

1. Black box testing is called  
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behavioral testing.  

1. White box testing is called glass  

box testing.  

  

2.Black box testing examines some  

fundamental aspects of the system  

with little regard for internal logic  

structure of the software.  

2.In white box testing, the  

procedural details, all the internal  

data structures are closely  

examined. 3. During Black Box testing the  

program cannot be tested 100  

percent.  

3.White box testing lead to test the  

program the roughly.  

  

 20. Distinguish among Error/Fault/failure?  

•  Error-It is a state that can lead to a system behavior that is  

unexpected by the system user.  

•  Fault-It is a characteristic of a software system that can lead  

to system error.  

•  Failure-It is an event that occurs at some point in time when  

the system doesn’t deliver a service as per user’s  

expectations.  

    

21. What are the activities in testing?  

           1. Test plan,  

           2. Test design,  

           3. Test procedure,  
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           4. Test Execution,  

           5. Test Report.  

  

22. What is meant by unit testing?  

             The unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of  

software design the software component or module.  

  

23. What are the categories of data, flow oriented test coverage?  

                1. Basic Block,  

                2. All use,  

                3. C-use,  

                4. P-use,  

                5. du-path.  

  

24. What is meant by “testing in the large”?  

                Testing in the large is concerned with testing of the overall  

software system composed of modules.  

  

25. What are the limitations of testing?  

                1. Intractability,  

                2. Undecidability.  

  

     

  

  

 UNIT 5  

TWO MARKS (UNIVERSITY QUESTION)  

  

1. What is meant by Software project management?  

                Software project management is an activity of organizing,  
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planning and scheduling software projects.  

  

2. What is meant by risk management?  

               Risk management is an activity in which risks in the software  

project are identified.  

  

3. What are steps in risk management process?  

               1. Risk identification-.In this phase of the project, product  

and business risks and identified.  

                     2. Risk analysis- Under risk analysis, the analysis is made on  

probabilities and consequences of project, product and business risks.  

                    3. Risk planning-In risk planning plans are prepared to avoid  

or minimize the effects of the risk.  

                    4. Risk Monitoring-Monitoring of the risks is an activity  

which needs to be carried out throughout the project.  

  

4. What is meant by software measurement?  

                     Software measurement means deriving a numeric value for  

an attribute of a software product or process.  

  

5. What is meant by metrics?  

                 It is a degree to which a system component or process  

possesses a given attribute. The software metrics relate several  

measure s. For (eg) average number of errors found per view.\  

  

6. What is meant by direct metrics?  

                Direct measures-It refers to immediately measurable  

attributes. (eg) Line of code, execution speed.  

               Indirect Measures-It refers to the aspects that are not  

immediately quantifiable or measurable. For example, functionality of  
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the program.  

  

7. What is meant by software cost estimation?  

               The software cost estimation is the process of predicting the  

resources required for software development process.  

  

  

 8. What is meant by function point model?  

               The function point model is based on functionality of the  

delivered application. These are generally independent of the  

programming language used. Function points are derived using.  

  

9. What is meant by COCOMO Model?  

               COCOMO is used to give an estimate if effort it will take to  

develop the software product.  

  

10. What is meant by earned value analysis?  

                Earned value Analysis is a technique for performing  

quantitative analysis of the software project.  

  

11. What are the reasons for software change?  

1.  New requirements emerge when the software is used.  

2.  The business environment changes.  

3.  Errors need to be repaired.  

4.  New equipments must be accommodated.  

5.   The performance or reliability may have to be improved.  

  

12. What is meant by maintenance?   

                 Maintenance is a process in which changes are  

implemented by    either modifying the existing system architecture  
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or by adding components to the system.  

   

13. What are the types of software maintenance?  

1.  Corrective maintenance,   

2.  Adaptive maintenance,   

3.  Perfective Maintenance,  

4.  Preventive maintenance.  

  

14. What is meant by case tools?  

              The computer aided software engineering tools automatic the  

project management activities manage all the work products. The Case  

tools assist to perform various activities such as analysis design, coding  

and testing.  

  

15. What is meant by risk assessment?  

               Risk assessment is an activity likelihood of the risk and impact  

of that risk. It is given to be a triplet as [Ri, Ii,Xi] where Ri is a risk, Ii is  

the likelihood of the risk and Xi is the impact of the risk.  

  

 16. What is the need for software measures?  

                  Software measure is a quantitative indication of the extent,  

amount, dimension, size of same attribute of the product as process. This  

allows for objective comparisons between techniques and process.  

  

17. What are the building blocks for CASE?  

                It has the following components:  

1.  Environment architecture,  

2.  Hardware platform,  

3.  Operating system,  

4.  Portability services,  
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5.  Integration frame work,  

6.  Case tools.  

  

18. Why software needs maintenance?  

1.  Usually the system requirements are changing and to meet these  

requirements some changes are incorporated in the system.  

2.  There is a strong relationship between the system and its  

environment. When a system is installed an environment it  

changes that environment. This ultimately changes the system  

requirements.  

   

19. What is meant by Delphi method?  

               The Delphi technique is an estimation technique intended to  

active a common agreement for estimation efforts.  

  

20. What is meant task network?  

•  The task network or activity network is a graphical  

representation with    

•  Nodes corresponding to activities    

•  Task or activities are linked if there is a dependency  

between them.  

21. What are the eight Lehman’s law?  

1.  Continuing change,  

2.  Increasing complexity,  

3.  Large program evolution,  

4.  Organizational stability,  

5.  Conservation of familiarity,  

6.  Continuing growth,  

7.  Declining quality,  

8.  Feedback system.  
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 22. What is Halstead Software Science Metrics?  

                Halstead complexity measurement was developed to measured  

a program module’s complexity directly from source code with emphasis  

on computational complexity.  

  

23. What are the factors for calculating the software maintenance?  

1.  Module independence,  

2.  Programming language,  

3.  Program validation and testing,  

4.  Quality of documentation,  

5.  Configuration management technique,  

6.  Staff stability,  

7.  Hardware stability,  

8.  Age of the system.  

                       

24. What is meant by software evolution?  

              Software evolution is a process of managing the changes in the  

software.         

  

25. What are the five measures in Halstead’s software science metric?  

1.  Program length,  

2.  Program vocabulary,  

3.  Volume,  

4.  Difficulty,  

5.  Effort.  
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